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Summer travel could look different (again) this year
By Christopher Muther
GLOBE STAFF

First, some important perspective.
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is a humanitarian disaster. Hundreds have
been killed, Europe is facing a refugee
crisis the likes of which haven’t been
seen since World War II, and Ukrainians are dodging bombs and sleeping in
subway stations to stay alive.

It’s a minuscule issue in comparison,
but travel experts say the war that’s taking place more than 4,500 miles from
Boston could impact you this summer
as you budget for your vacation. Spiking
fuel prices will not only add expenses to
much-desired road trips, but could potentially mean increases in airfare. After
two years of cautious COVID-19 travel,
this is not welcome news to those who

are itching to pack a suitcase and (hopefully) enjoy a variant-free summer in
the sun.
Before we delve into the gloom,
here’s one sliver of sun. Not everyone in
the travel sector is convinced that ballooning crude oil prices, which have risen to nearly $125 a barrel this week
from $64 a barrel a year ago, will strike
the entire industry with the same sever-

ity. Airlines, still in the early stages of recovery from a COVID punch in the gut,
may not hike fares with the same tenacity as oil companies. But the advice for
travelers thinking of a summer escape is
to book sooner rather than later.
Let’s start with the worst of it, which
is where you’ll feel the biggest vacation
pinch on your purse. The jarring increases that consumers are seeing every

day at the gas pump are not expected to
wane in the coming months. According
to a forecast released by Boston-based
GasBuddy on Monday, prices will continue to rise through the spring and
summer, peaking at $4.50 a gallon nationally by August, before finally dropping under $4 a gallon in November. In
California, that price could go as high as
SUMMER, Page N14

Nothing like
a family bike trip
in Death Valley
to make you feel alive
PHOTOS BY CHRISTIAN LELAND

A sculpture outside a ghost town.

He proposed they take the family excursion to celebrate his 84th birthday.
‘I’ve always wanted to go there,’ he said. ‘We need to do it before I get old.’
And so off they went, all six of them.
B y J u l i e H a t f i e l d a n d Ti m o t h y L e l a n d
Globe correspondents

T

he wife thought the matter was settled the morning she told her husband
her biking days were over.
Regretfully, she said, she
wasn’t up for any more of
those glorious guided bike
tours they had taken over
many years together. Advancing age and a recent
bike accident had convinced her that she couldn’t
handle another journey.
But the very next morning the husband announced a surprise: He had signed them up for
“just one more bike trip.”
It would be a grand occasion, he said. It would
be the perfect way to celebrate his 84th birthday.

He wanted to take his kids and their spouses, as
well. “Where to?” the wife asked, mildly interested.
“Death Valley,” he replied. Death Valley?! Yes. He
had signed up with Backroads, the bike-touring
company, to take everyone to Death Valley, Calif.,
said to be the hottest place on earth. The Death Valley at the foot of “Funeral Mountain.” The same valley of death in the Mojave Desert that an anonymous writer in the New York World in 1894 called
“the loneliest, hottest, most deadly and dangerous
spot in the United States — a pit of horrors, the
haunt of all that is grim and ghoulish.”
Hot? It’s said that in summer here a person sitting in the shade for one day can lose 2 gallons of
water.
That’s the bike tour the husband proposed they
DEATH VALLEY, Page N15
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It’s better for the future of Yellowstone if tourists spread
out their visits. Here’s how and why to go in winter.
By Diane Bair and Pamela Wright
GLOBE CORRESPONDENTS

A Better Way is a series of occasional
stories that focus on a more sensitive and
sustainable way to see some of the
world’s most popular destinations.

‘T

This thermal basin is
particularly volatile
and unpredictable,” the
sign read. We were entering Biscuit Basin, a
popular hydrothermal area in Yellowstone National Park, following a guide
along an icy, snow-packed boardwalk. It
was dark and cold and eerie, nighttime

in the middle of a gusty snowstorm, entering a land of bubbling pits, steaming springs,
and gurgling geysers. The air
was rotten-egg foul. “I feel
like Bilbo Baggins journeying
to Middle-earth,” Angela, our
traveling companion, whispered.
Watch for bison, our guide
told us; they like the warm earth.
We paused at Sapphire Pool,
named for its crystal-clear, blue
waters, surrounded by knobby,
putty-like formations and
mats of colorful microPARK, Page N14
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How do you get those cheap flights from airline sales?
By Nathan Diller
THE WASHINGTON POST

We’ve all seen them in our inbox:
Southwest fares for $49! JetBlue’s $44
flights! London on United for 22,000
points! But if you’ve struggled to actually get a fare that low, you’re not alone.
While advertised airfare sales sound enticing, it can feel impossible to take advantage of them.
“I would say there’s generally a lot of
smoke, not a lot of fire when it comes to
advertised airline sales,” said Scott
Keyes, founder of Scott’s Cheap Flights.
With a slew of terms and conditions,
the deals tend to be restrictive and can
be less advantageous for travelers than
they appear. But they can influence other fares, and occasionally you might
even find that golden plane ticket.
We spoke to travel experts about
how to navigate airline sales and promotions, and how to increase your
chances of finding a deal no matter
what.
Read the fine print
Zach Griff, senior reporter at the
Points Guy, said splashy sales with language like “fares as low as X dollars,”
primarily serve to draw travelers to an
airline’s website. “That is really there
largely to generate marketing buzz,
buzz among the press,” he said.
When customers visit those sites,
Griff said, the deals are only as good as
the asterisk denoting their terms and
conditions. “You’ll see that there are lots
of exclusions, dates of travel, book-by
dates and travel-by dates,” he said.
Advertised sales also tend to feature
certain types of routes. “The cheapest
fares that are available typically in an
advertised sale tend to almost always be

short-haul flights that are not terribly
expensive to begin with,” Keyes said,
such as New York to Boston or Los Angeles to San Francisco. “They can very
cleverly lump in a cheap fare on those
routes with more expensive fares on
other routes and they can say, you
know, ‘It starts at $49.’”
Keyes added that airlines often only
have a select number of seats available at
the price used in an advertisement. With
so many limitations, he said, only a
small percentage of people looking at
flights during a given promotion are able
to get the lowest fare advertised. “It’s got
to be very low, single digits,” he said.
Compare and contrast
Even if you aren’t able to get the fare
in big, bold letters on the ad, it’s worth
looking at flights while a promotion is
going on. Griff said that while your trip
might not fit the parameters laid out in
the fine print, airlines will often discount other fares at the same time —
just not by as much.
Competitors may have lower fares
during sales, too. “Airlines are notorious
for matching one another’s fares,” Keyes
said. He noted, however, the practice is
less common during advertised sales
than other times that airlines slash prices.
To get a comprehensive view of the
options, Griff recommends looking at
Google Flights. Based on stored flight
data, the service can tell travelers
whether a fare is higher or lower than
average, and how it has changed over
time. “Those are really actionable insights that I always recommend people
act off,” he said.
Look beyond advertised deals
Keyes said the best deals for travel-

on all flights to, from, and within the
United States can be canceled within 24
hours for a full refund — with some exceptions. Customers can also use products like Hopper’s “Price Freeze” tool,
Berg said, which temporarily locks in a
price for a small deposit.
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ers aren’t the ones airlines are putting
marketing muscle behind. “It’s the unadvertised sales that are the real gold
mines,” he said.
He has recently seen deals such as
$300 round-trip flights to Paris and
$187 trips to Cancún, which airlines
don’t have to promote. “Those fares sell
themselves,” he said. Without the cost of
an ad campaign and the risk of disappointing customers who don’t get the
fare publicized, slashing prices quietly
gives the airlines more flexibility, Keyes
argued.
To keep tabs on the market, Keyes’s
Scott’s Cheap Flights, Google Flights,
travel app Hopper, Skyscanner, and other services allow travelers to set up price
alerts so they’ll know when there’s a
great deal.
“The best way to take advantage of
those deals is to be using a tool that’s
monitoring for them so that you know
when they’re available on the routes
you’re actually interested in,” said Hayley Berg, Hopper’s head of price intelligence.
Griff suggested that travelers book a
desirable fare when they see it, as fares

Be flexible
That doesn’t necessarily mean you
can’t take advantage of a much-hyped
airline promotion. Keyes said that at
least every other week, one of the major
airlines has an advertised sale.
“They’ ll find an excuse,” he said.
“‘Oh, it’s our 50th birthday. Oh, it’s Presidents Day.” He added that budget airlines such as Spirit run those promotions more frequently than other types
of carriers, as their clientele is made up
more of leisure travelers, who are more
sensitive to pricing.
Berg said passengers might find the
low price they're looking for on a route
that gets them close enough to their
destination.
“I would say we often see really good
discount deals like that to more regional
airports,” Berg said. “I think sometimes
travelers get very stuck in their minds,
you know, ‘I want to fly JFK to Miami,’
but they might be able to fly JFK to Fort
Lauderdale, rent a car and drive the rest
of the way for a deal.”
Advertised deals may also only apply
to one-way flights, but to find a deal,
customers could book their trip on
more than one airline. “Mixing and
matching the airlines you choose to fly
with can seriously cut costs,” Mark
Crossey, US travel expert at Skyscanner,
said in an email.
In general, when it comes to cheapflight hunting, Keyes said, flexibility is

key, with three main areas to think
about: where you go, when you go
there, and when you book. Keyes said
travelers looking for affordable fares
should book in the “Goldilocks windows,” not too far in advance of travel
and not too close to departure. “That’s
when cheap flights are most likely to
pop up,” he said.
For domestic travel, that period is
about one to three months ahead of a
trip, while it widens to between two and
eight months for international travel.
For trips at peak times, like the middle
of summer or around Christmas and
New Year's Eve, Keyes recommended
tacking a couple of months onto those
windows.
Consider the big picture
Deals aren’t limited to an airline’s
fare. Berg noted that Hopper and other
similar companies offer their own promotions. Those kinds of offers give customers the option of “packaging together a flight and a hotel to get a lower
overall rate,” she said.
Crossey also noted that sales on
flights “don’t always mean the lowest
prices.” While one carrier has a sale, a
budget airline might have an even
cheaper fare, just as full-service airlines
might run a sale offering better prices
than a low-cost carrier. “When it comes
to airline prices, context is everything,”
he said.
As for those buzzy advertised sales,
Keyes cautioned travelers not to get
their hopes up. “It never hurts to poke
around,” he said. “Maybe every once in a
while you’ll be able to strike gold, but
nine times out of 10 it’s not going to end
up resulting in a cheap flight that you
would want.”

Biking through ‘a
very special place’
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take on his 84th birthday. “I’ve always
wanted to go there,” he said. “We need
to do it before I get old.”
And so we went, all six of us.
Biking in Death Valley is like biking
nowhere else — unless perhaps you’ve
biked on the surface of Mars. The roads
(there are only a few) stretch ahead on
the desert floor as far as the eye can see,
pencil thin and ruler straight, until they
dissolve in a dot on the horizon. When
vehicles pass (there are few of those as
well) the drivers invariably pull far out
in the other lane, giving the biker a wide
berth. For the most part you pedal
through this brooding, prehistoric land
in silent awe, alone with your thoughts.
There are no bird sounds. No motor
sounds. No people sounds. Just the
faint hum of your tires on the macadam
as you make your way through this mysterious, starkly beautiful landscape,
shrouded in the stillness of time.
The area is a confused geological
mash-up of other-worldly landscapes, a
mix of ancient mountains, gullies, rockslides, and flat desert plains. And in November, when we were there, the temperature is pleasantly cool. Except when
it’s not. (It was 94 degrees on our first
day of biking.)
Everywhere you look there are signs
of powerful geological transformations
caused by the erosion of rushing waters;
mysterious dunes from huge clouds of
wind-borne sand; red sedimentary debris spreading out on the desert floor;
jumbled mounds of black volcanic matter and evidence of dramatic ruptures of
the earth’s crust from deep below the
surface. The area is a geologist’s dream
for studying the forces of nature, or a
nightmare of ancient activity almost too
complex to unravel. Either way, for bikers traveling through the arid, treeless
landscape (including those on electric
bikes, as were the husband and wife), it
presents a surreal spectacle, a mosaic of
colors in sand and rock and crumbled
lava contoured through the ages. The

ravines and shimmering salt flats and
yellow-white dunes and copper-colored
deposits are an ever-changing kaleidoscope of shapes and hues, and in the
distance are the ground-down mountains whose flanks — wind-blasted and
water-eroded — have been shedding debris in Death Valley for millions of
years.
There are only two places to stay in
Death Valley and Backroads put us up
at the nicest, a Spanish Mission-style resort situated in the middle of a lush desert oasis surrounded by towering palm
trees. The Inn at Death Valley features
(believe it or not) a swimming pool
filled with soothing mineral waters that
bubble up from a spring. We biked from
the inn for three days — first to Badwater, the lowest point in the United
States, 282 feet below sea level and al-

Clockwise from top left: The Inn at
Death Valley; hiking in Death
Valley’s badlands; bike riding in
Death Valley, where roads stretch
ahead on the desert floor.

ways hot. The second and third days,
cooler, we visited a ghost town and
passed by the rusty remains of a mining
operation on our way to Mesquite Flat,
an enormous network of sand dunes
that dropped from the sky — literally.
Death Valley has been called “the
worlds largest wind tunnel.” In the past,
fierce winds roared down the valley,
picking up vast clouds of sand that
swirled along for miles before dropping
to earth when the wind died down.
Over the millennia, with repetition, this
resulted in the startling array of massive

dune formations in the area. Some of
them are said to “sing” when the wind
passes over them from a certain direction.
The Amargosa people lived here
10,000 years ago. The Shoshone still do.
Flowers live out here, too, in spring:
larkspur, poppies, lupin, and more. One
night, Backroads brought an astronomer out from Las Vegas to discuss the
stars in the coal black desert sky. Unpolluted by city light, they provide a far better show than the marquees on the
Strip.
Four years ago, the husband had taken his wife and family on another bike
trip — this one in the Loire Valley,
France — to celebrate his 80th birthday.
No one questioned going to that iconic
tourist location in the center of European civilization, even if a few of his

friends wondered about the biking part
at his age. But when word got around
this year that the husband was taking
his family on a bike trip to mark his
84th birthday in Death Valley — that
raised a few eyebrows. “Why Death Valley?” they asked.
“Because I hear it’s a very special
place,” he answered.
And it’s true. But after the trip was
over, an old friend suggested another
reason, which also might be true. “Tim
just keeps pedaling to stay ahead of the
Grim Reaper,” he speculated.
Tim Leland and Julie Hatfield-Leland,
retired longtime members of the Globe
staff, are the authors of “Thirty Years on
Two Wheels.” They can be reached at
tim@thelelands.com and
julhatfield@comcast.net.

